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Purpose: Bone grafting is often unpredictable and is associated with reduced success rate,
extended healing times and morbidity. Methods that expedite healing and increase
predictability will contribute to the overall success of reconstructive efforts. In this
project, the effect of electrical stimulation on bone graft healing in rat calvaria was
examined.
Materials and Methods: Fifteen adult male Sprague-Dawley rats were used. A 7 mm
diameter bone defect at the midline of the calvarium was grafted using freeze-dried
mineralized bone. Bipolar platinum stimulating electrodes were overlaid on top of the
periosteum on the center of the graft. Animals were divided randomly into two groups.
The experimental group (n=8) received electrical stimulation (3 times/day for 10 days)
and the control group (n=7) received no stimulation.
At 6 weeks, the grafted areas together with the surrounding bone were harvested from the
cranium. Tissue sections (5–7 μm) were prepared and stained using hematoxylin and
eosin. Mounted slides were analyzed and for each animal, the grafted area was marked
and the percent of new bone, remaining graft material and connective tissue was
calculated. Data was analyzed using ANOVA. A p≤.05 was considered significant.
Results: There were statistically significant differences between the experimental and
control group. The electrical stimulation group had significantly more (p=0.034) bone
(3.81+3.6 %) compared to the control group (0.47+0.52%). The amount of remaining
graft material was also significantly higher (p=0.024)in the control group (26.11+6.54%)
compared to the stimulation group (16.64+5.28%). No significant difference (p=0.15)
was found between the 2 groups in the amount of connective tissue (stimulation:
79+5.47%; control: 73.2+6.82%).
	
  

	
  
	
  
	
  

Conclusion: In this animal model of bone graft healing, electrical stimulation resulted in
significantly more bone formation and less remaining graft material. These findings
suggest that electrical stimulation expedites bone graft healing.
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INTRODUCTION

Successful bone grafting is a very important and necessary intermediate step for
reconstruction of the masticatory system and is commonly used before placing intraoral
implants (Misch and Dietsh, 1993). Bone grafting is also commonly used to reconstruct
bony defects created by periodontal disease (Reynolds et al., 2003). Bone grafting is
associated with problems, such as prolonged healing times and morbidity of the donor site.
Various studies have shown methods to improve and expedite this step. Any methods that
will help make this step more predictable and faster will contribute to the overall success.

Bone resorption and the importance of bone regeneration
An essential condition for successful implant therapy is the presence of an adequate
quantity and quality of bone (Raja, 2009), (Fenlon et al., 2009). After tooth extraction,
there is an initial decrease in bone width due to the resorption of the buccal bone plate. As
the edentulous area continues to atrophy, there is a continuing loss of bone height and
density (Tallgren, 1966). This limits the amount of bone available for successful placement
of implants (Aghaloo and Moy, 2007). The posterior edentulous maxilla presents special
challenges to implant placement that are unique to this region compared with the other
areas of the mouth (Jensen et al., 1998; Sbordone et al., 2009). Most important among these
is the presence of the maxillary sinus and antral pneumatization after bone loss.
Chiapasco et al., (2009) reviewed methods to augment bone and found five main methods
that had been suggested by numerous other researchers. The first method was
osteoinductive methods that encourage undifferentiated cells to become active osteoblasts
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(Reddi et al., 1987; Urist, 1965). The second method was osteoconduction, in which a
grafting material serves as a scaffold for new bone formation (Burchardt et al., 1975). The
third method was distraction osteogenesis, by which two fragments of bone are pulled apart
and there is spontaneous bone regeneration between the two parts (Ilizarov, 1989a, b). The
fourth method was guided bone regeneration which allows spaces, maintained by barriers,
to be filled with bone, (Dahlin et al., 1991; Dahlin et al., 1988; Kostopoulos and Karring,
1994; Kostopoulos et al., 1994) and, the fifth method was revascularized bone grafts, where
a vital piece of bone is transferred with its vascular bed (Soutar and McGregor, 1986;
Swartz et al., 1986; Taylor, 1982)
In the mandible, once the teeth are lost, a continuous resorptive process follows. (Tallgren,
1966). The result is diminished volume and strength of residual bone, loss of facial vertical
dimension, impaired masticatory function, difficulty in maintaining a balanced diet, speech
difficulties, facial soft tissue changes, and the possibility of pathologic fracture (Thomas,
1990; Triplett et al., 2000).
Reconstruction of the severely atrophic mandible to restore oral function remains a difficult
surgical and prosthetic challenge because of the minimal amount of residual bony support
and the progressive nature of the resorptive process (Hickey, 1980). Various surgical
techniques have been advocated for osseous reconstruction of the severely atrophic
mandible. Most have met with limited success. Early treatment attempts involved
autogenous iliac crest or rib onlay bone grafting to the superior or inferior aspects of the
mandible. Although healing of the graft appeared satisfactory to restore mandibular volume,
over time, the grafted bone underwent rapid resorption. Subsequently, various surgical
techniques were developed in an attempt to lessen the amount of postgraft resorption. For
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example, interpositional grafts and visor osteotomy were tried but later abandoned due to
continued problems with graft resorption and concerns about neurosensory alterations
secondary to the procedure.
The development during the past three decades of root form endosteal implants placed in
sufficient mandibular bone has enhanced the prosthetic rehabilitation of edentulous patients
by providing stable and predictable fixed prostheses (Fonseca, 2000). More recently, this
technology has been extended to patients with severely atrophic mandibles. The endosteal
implants appear to protect the reconstructed mandibular bone from resorption under
function. Most reports of the use of root form endosteal implants to reconstruct atrophic
mandibles describe simultaneous placement of implants and bone grafting performed either
transorally or transcutaneously. Long-term implant survival rates have been reported
between 25% and 100%. Since implant position and angulation are critical factors involved
in prosthetic reconstruction, implant survival alone does not predict successful restoration
of occlusion. If placed at the same time as the bone graft, it is technically difficult to
consistently place the implant at the proper position and angulation. The implant may attain
osseointegration but will be unusable and not able to support the prosthesis because of its
position in the mandible.

Physiology of bone and bone healing
The architecture of bone is such that the outer shell of bone referred to as the cortical
(compact) bone provides the mechanical support. It is composed of concentric sheets of
collagen fibrils in the form of lamellar bone. The centrally located cancellous (trabecular or
spongy) bone controls the metabolic functions of bone. Macroscopically, bone appears to
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be in the form of a honeycomb lattice and is composed of 65% - 70 % crystalline salts by
weight, primarily in the form of hydroxyapatite (HA) and 30 – 35% organic matrix, which
consists of Type I collagen interspersed with non-collagenous proteins, such as
osteopontins, osteonectin and various growth factors (Babbush, 2001; Robey et al., 1993).
Bone is a unique tissue, it can be injured and then can repair itself and return to full
function without scarring or deformity. A graft may be defined as a transferable material
that may contain living cells and can be used for reconstruction. Within hours of placing a
graft, entrapped platelets degranulate and release platelet derived growth factors (PDGF)
and transforming growth factor beta 1 (TGF-B1) (Garg et al., 1998). Endothelial cells
initiate capillary growth as they bind PDGF. Next the endothelial cells, osteoblasts and
hematopoietic stem cells are stimulated to initiate mitosis as well as commence their
production of osteoid. (Babbush, 2001)
After the third day, the locally induced macrophages come in. They efficiently synthesize
growth factors and regulate bone healing. By the end of the second week, the graft
demonstrates complete revascularization. Endosteal osteoblasts from the transplanted bone
begin laying down osteoid and stem cells begin differentiating into osteoblasts. Resultant
islands of bone formation are then developed in the graft. After the revascularization of the
graft, circulating stem cells, attracted to the wound, may also transform into bone forming
units (Marx, 1994)
Phase I bone is the initial bone formation that occurs because of the transfer of
osteocompetent cells that are contained in the graft. This usually takes six weeks. Bone
formation during this period is referred to as woven bone, which is very cellular and
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disorganized (Marks and Popoff, 1988). Phase II bone is lamellar compaction; that is the
remodeling phenomenon that leads to the formation of Phase II bone, which is less cellular,
more mineralized and organized than phase I bone. Finally, bone enters into a remodeling
phase similar to normal skeletal turnover, which is generally completed by four months
after grafting.
The ideal graft material has yet to be discovered (Jensen et al., 1998). A bone graft
substitute should be cost effective; biocompatible with the host bone; a process that
minimizes surgical time and exposure; osteogenic; osteoinductive; and osteoconductive,
where the graft material can serve as a scaffold for bone apposition.
The emergence of endosseous implants as a treatment modality has proven to be successful
(Albrektsson et al., 1986b) and has stimulated interest in the science of bone structure,
physiology and metabolism. Bone is a highly ordered composite of organic matrix and
inorganic mineral. The fundamental architecture of bone is a mechanically efficient
distribution of compact and cancellous bone. Bone shape and size are dictated by the
interaction of genetic and environmental factors (Albrektsson et al., 1986a).

Bone grafts are classified into three types based upon the healing mechanism.
(1) Osteogenic grafts: Grafts that cause the formation of new bone by osteoblasts derived
from the graft material itself.
(2) Osteoinductive grafts: Grafts that induce the formation of osteoblasts from the
surrounding tissue at the graft host site which results in bone growth, and
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(3) Osteoconductive grafts: Grafts that support the growth of bone over a
surface/scaffolding (Cannada, 2010).

Types of bone grafts

Another	
  classification	
  of	
  bone	
  grafts	
  is	
  based	
  upon	
  the	
  source	
  of	
  the	
  graft	
  material.	
  
1. Autogenous bone grafts
The gold standard for grafting is from one site to another in the same individual. This type
of graft is desirable because of the absence of antigenicity. Autogenous bone graft healing
is facilitated by: (1) Bone induction; (2) Bone conduction and (3) Transfer osteogenesis
(Triplett et al., 2000). All three mechanisms potentially occur simultaneously in the same
grafted site depending on the status of the graft – cortical or cancellous, and the ability of
the recipient site to provide nutrition, rapid revascularization and cellular viability.
Autogenous bone can be cortical or cancellous or a combination of both. Cancellous grafts
revascularize sooner because of their spongy architecture, beginning at the 5th day (Wilk,
2004). It is weak initially, because of its open architecture but continually gains in strength.
Physiologic stress stimulation is necessary for continued dimensional and strength stability.
Cortical grafts require considerable resorption by osteoclastic activity before osteoblastic
bone formation. This process is called ‘creeping substitution’

and can produce areas of

necrotic bone that persist indefinitely (Enneking et al., 1975). A cortical graft is strong
initially but weakens overtime before regaining strength. There also may be a loss of
dimensions due to resorption unless stress stimulation is producing bone re–organization.
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Dynamic loading is critical for preservation of bone mass. From six weeks to six months,
cortical grafts are 40% - 50% weaker than normal bone (Precheur, 2007).

2. Allogenic bone grafts
Allogenic bone grafts are cadaveric in origin and match the recipient in constitutional
elements and theoretically has unlimited availability. Allogenic bone grafts are antigenic
and have the potential for transmission of disease. They are generally available as
demineralized freeze-dried bone allografts (DFDBA) or mineralized freeze-dried bone
allografts (FDBA) and in the form of particles, sheets, blocks or entire preformed bones.
Research has shown that removal of the mineral component allows greater expression of
osteoinductive proteins (Zhang et al., 1997a, b) and therefore demineralized or
mineralized bone grafts would heal differently.
3. Xenogenic bone grafts
Xenogenic bone grafts are harvested from one species, processed, and then transferred to
a different species (Hammer et al., 1998). Bovine derived bone is the most commonly
used xenogenic graft for bone reconstruction in the oral cavity (Block and Poser, 1995;
Jensen et al., 1996). Research has shown that xenogenic bone, if properly prepared, is
well tolerated by the tissues. Eventually the graft will be replaced by host tissue, which
makes it useful for extraction site filling in the alveolar bone (Chappard et al., 1996;
Valentini et al., 1998).
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4. Alloplastic bone grafts
Alloplastic bone is synthetic tissue that has been processed for clinical use in osseous
regeneration. It may be classified as hydroxyapatite, ceramics and polymers.
Hydroxyapatite can be designed to be osseoconductive, is readily available, and it can be
manufactured to assume any form or consistency (Frayssinet et al., 1992). Ceramics can
be available as tricalcium phosphate, bioglasses and calcium sulfate (Hollinger and
Battistone, 1986). The major disadvantage of alloplastic grafts is the unpredictable rate of
bio-resorption (Pereira et al., 1990). Polymers have recorded little success in the area of
bone reconstruction and produces significant giant cell reactions (Brekke, 1995). If
solutions are discovered to rectify this shortcoming, this class may prove to be useful.

Methods to improve bone graft healing and fate
Two methods may be used to precipitate bone healing (Childs, 2003). The first method
uses biologic mediators that stimulate the physiologic and biogenetic processes of
osteoprogenitor cells (stem cells) for cell differentiation and growth. The second method
uses physical biomechanical stimulation that augments the electrical fields that initiate
the bone healing process.
A number of strategies have been employed to improve the osteogenic capacity of bone
grafts. Bone marrow aspirates or platelet rich plasmas are often added to the graft to
increase the number of skeletal stem or progenitor cells (Sen and Miclau, 2007; Smiler et
al., 2007) When bone marrow or platelet rich plasma is contraindicated, surgeons may
resort to the addition of growth factors, which could be bone morphogenetic proteins and
vascular endothelial growth factors (Hisamitsu et al., 2006; Ito et al., 2005)
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The use of electrical stimulation to enhance osteogenesis is also gaining in popularity
(Lindsey et al., 1987). Numerous clinical studies (Bora et al., 1984; Brighton, 1984;
Brighton et al., 1977) and investigational approaches (Bassett et al., 1964; Friedenberg et
al., 1971) have supported the effectiveness of electrical stimulation in treating delayed or
non-union of fractures. Similar to electrical stimulation, low intensity ultrasound may
stimulate bone regrowth by the piezoelectric effect. The Food and Drug Administration
(FDA) has approved ultrasound to treat acute fractures. (Reher et al., 1997).
The following sections describe the above methods.
Bone Morphogenetic Proteins
The osteoinductivity of bone morphogenetic proteins (BMPs) has exciting implications in
fracture and nonunion care. BMPs have been used and studied extensively by numerous
authors over the years. In 1965, Urist (Urist et al., 1997) discovered that BMP induces
new bone formation. By 1971, he coined the term bone morphogenetic protein. In 1977,
he discovered that BMP extracted from bone is osteoinductive (De Long et al., 2007).
Several years and much scientific investigation later, in 1988, the first recombinant
human bone morphogenetic protein was produced. This was promising because it
allowed for increased production of BMP and fostered the investigation of the product.
Urist stated that ‘‘Bone morphogenetic protein allows osteogenesis to be under the
control of surgeons.’’ (Urist et al.,1997).
The whole process of how BMPs work has been analyzed extensively. Preclinical studies
have characterized a cascade of cellular events involved in the bone-forming process.
Initially, BMP attracts cells to the site of implantation. In vitro studies have demonstrated
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that BMP causes a chemotactic migration of bone-forming cells to the site of local
concentration (Fiedler et al., 2002). The exposure to BMPs causes cell-specific
proliferation of undifferentiated human mesenchymal stem cells (Akita et al., 2004;
Wilke et al., 2001). A BMP bonds the specific receptors on the stem cell surface causing
them to differentiate into bone-forming osteoblasts (Akino et al., 2003).
There are more than 14 bone morphogenetic proteins characterized but not all BMPs are
capable of this binding. Cheng and colleagues (Cheng et al., 2003) analyzed the
osteogenetic activity of 14 types of BMPs. BMPs 2, 6, and 9 were found to play an
important role in inducing osteoblastic differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells. BMPs
2, 6, and 9 are active on the stem cells up to the preosteoblast stage, and then BMPs 2, 4,
7, and 9 are quite active from the preosteoblast to the osteoblast stage (Cheng et al.,
2003). The osteoblasts form new bone and the body remodels this new bone in response
to environmental and mechanical forces. It is important to realize when implanting BMPs,
that it is not a magic potion. There needs to be an acceptable biologic and mechanical
environment for healing. 	
  
Platelet Rich Plasma
It has been demonstrated that cellular therapy, using 50% autogenous bone enriched with
Platelet Rich Plasma (PRP) has a significant positive effect on the early formation of new
vital bone (Luongo et al., 2005). Whitman et al. first reported PRP applied to autogenous
bone grafts. Bone formation is accelerated by the liberation of specific growth factors
contained in the alpha granules of the platelets. In their clinical studies with mandibular
reconstruction, Marx et al demonstrated that the addition of PRP resulted in graft
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consolidation and mineralization in half the time compared with grafts without the
addition of PRP. Bone healing was accelerated approximately twice that of autogenous
bone grafts without PRP. With the use of PRP, it was observed that trabecular bone
density improved by 15% to 30%. Histomorphometric analysis showed a greater amount
of mineralized bone density (74% ± 11%) compared with bone grafts without PRP
(55% ±	
 8%). Their results showed that the addition of PRP accelerated the rate of bone
formation during the first 6 months after grafting. (Marx et al., 1998)

Ultrasound and bone healing
Ultrasound shortens the inflammatory phase after fractures and also creates
angioneogenesis by the piezoelectric effect (Zorlu et al., 1998). It is believed that
ultrasound facilitates bone healing by enzymatic processes, increasing calcium uptake in
bone cells, stimulating TGF, and expressing genes that effect the healing process (Sun et
al., 2001). Further, ultrasound increases the production of PGE2 by upregulation of COX2 in osteoblasts (Kokubu et al., 1999). Low-intensity ultrasound has physiologic effects
on cell physiology. It increases the integration of calcium ions in osseous and soft tissues
(Ryaby, 1998). It also stimulates the expression of genes involved in the healing process;
these genes include aggrecan and IGF (Hadjiargeou et al., 1998). We know about the
beneficial effects of ultrasound in bone healing but its usefulness in graft healing has yet
to be determined.
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Electric stimuli and bone healing
The electric potentials generated by mechanical stress, in and about dense connective
tissue, are referred to as the piezoelectric effect. When bone is fractured, electrons
migrate to the injured/stressed site, causing a negative potential. Electrical fields aid bone
healing by upregulating cell membrane receptors and in ionic transport channels i.e.,
calcium (Trock, 2000). Basic cellular biochemical processes are affected by applied
electric fields (Ryaby, 1998)
Yasuda, in 1953, showed that signals to bone remodeling are mediated via electric stimuli.
He demonstrated that piezoelectric forces acted over a fracture gap and stimulated the
bone healing response. Several authors (Ahl et al., 1984; Guizzardi et al., 1994; Park and
Silva, 2004; Sarker et al., 1993) have experimentally demonstrated improved implant
incorporation after externally applied electrical stimulation. Aaron et al., (Aaron et al.,
2004a; Aaron et al., 2004b) showed that electrical and electromagnetic fields: (1) regulate
extracellular matrix synthesis, (2) regulate proteoglycans and collagen synthesis in
models of endochondral ossification; (3) increase bone formation in-vivo and in-vitro ;
and (4) accelerate bone formation and healing, resulting in greater bone density, greater
trabecular maturation and greater radiographic healing.
Aaron et al in a review evaluated various "preclinical”, “in vivo”, and “in vitro” studies
and also “clinical studies”. In vitro studies (Aro et al., 1984; Friedenberg et al., 1989;
Korenstein et al., 1984) measured cell proliferation in a wide variety of skeletal cell and
organ cultures that were exposed to direct current (DC), capacitive coupling (CC) and
inductive coupling (IC) electrical fields. Exposure of osteoblasts to a CC field showed an
increase in DNA content in a dose dependent fashion. Osteoblasts and periosteal cells
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from rat calvaria have been stimulated to proliferate by exposure to IC peripheral
electromagnetic fields (PEMFs). Stimulation of extracellular matrix synthesis, especially
increases in proteoglycans and collagen has been shown in numerous in vitro models
after exposure to DC, CC, IC fields (Aaron, 1992)
Direct current can be applied through surgically implanted electrodes with the cathode in
the site of bone repair and anode in nearby soft tissue as described in Aaron et al., 2004b.
The power source could be implantable or external and constant current is applied for
several months. Direct electrical current techniques stimulate osteogenesis at cathode
currents of 5-100 microAmp. In capacitive coupling, skin electrodes are placed on
opposite sides of the bone to be stimulated. Potentials of 1-10 volts at frequency of 20 to
200 kHz are applied resulting in electrical fields of 1-100 mV/cm. With inductive
coupling, a single or double current carrying coil driver induces a secondary electrical
field in bone.
In vivo studies over several years have shown that exposure to electrical energy by DC,
CC and IC techniques enhanced the formation of bone and improved fusion rates in
spinal arthrodesis. Radiographic and histologic studies have shown earlier incorporation
of bone graft, improved new bone formation and a more organized fusion mass
(Kahanovitz and Arnoczky, 1990; Kahanovitz et al., 1984; Nerubay et al., 1986)
Clinical studies were included in a meta-analysis (Akai and Hayashi, 2002) that showed
the efficacy of electrical and electromagnetic stimulation in promoting spinal arthrodesis.
Numerous studies have been presented suggesting the efficacy of DC, CC or IC
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techniques in stimulating healing of delayed unions and nonunions (Gossling et al., 1992;
Paterson et al., 1980)
There are several types of electrical stimulation available to assist bone healing. Electric
fields can be applied exogenously and/or endogenously by direct electrical current
stimulation (DECS). This current is transmitted through a cathode at a bone repair site
while an anode is placed in nearby tissue. Another method of electric stimulation is by
using pulsed electromagnetic fields (PEMF). PEMFs are supplied by time-varying
magnetic fields and voltage gradients through an inductive coil. Finally, electric current
may be distributed by capacitive coupling (CC), where skin electrodes are placed about
the bone site, joint/wound to be stimulated.
There are three electrical stimulation systems available for treating nonunion of long
bones. They are successful in 85% of cases (Haupt, 1984). The percutaneous direct
current bone growth stimulator is partially invasive, allows patient mobility, can be used
with magnetic fixation devices, but requires surgery for fixation. The implantable direct
current bone growth stimulator is similar but is totally invasive. The external pulsing
electromagnetic field bone growth stimulator is non-invasive and can be used where
infection exists but it requires long, exacting patient compliance.
In a study by Guerkov and colleagues (Guerkov et al., 2001), osteoblast cell cultures
were stimulated by Peripheral Electromagnetic Fields. Findings in this study indicated
that a cascade of events stimulated by the PEMFs caused growth factor synthesis and
release suggesting a benefit to chondrogenesis and endochondral ossification. In another
study, morphologic and structural integration of hydroxyapatite in trabecular bone was
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aided by the application of PEMFs (Fini et al., 2002). This study investigated the effects
of pulsed electromagnetic fields (PEMFs, 75 Hz. 1.6 mT) in 12 rabbits after placing
hydroxyapatite (HA) implants in their femoral condyles. Six animals were stimulated
with PEMFs for three consecutive weeks, six hour per day, while the remaining animals
were sham-treated (Control Group). Rabbits were sacrificed at three and six weeks (after
a three-week non-stimulation period) for histomorphometric analysis and microhardness
testing (at 200, 500, 1,000, 2,000 microns from the implant) around the implants.
Histomorphometric analysis did not highlight any significant changes. On the other hand,
there were statistically significant differences between the effects produced in the PEMFs
and Control Groups (F = 149.70, p < 0.0005) on the Affinity Index results, as well as
comparing the experimental time of three to six weeks (F = 17.12, p = 0.001). In PEMFstimulated animals, the microhardness (HV) measured in trabecular bone at a distance of
200 and 500 microns from the implants, were significantly higher than the controls. At
six weeks, hardness values at the bone-implant interface in PEMF-stimulated animals
were not significantly different from normal bone, while they remained significantly
lower in control animals. Both morphological and structural results demonstrated a
positive therapeutic effect of PEMFs in accelerating HA osteointegration in trabecular
bone.
Other investigators (Aaron et al., 2004a; Aaron et al., 2004b; Hartig et al., 2000; Morone
and Feuer, 2002; Oishi and Onesti, 2000) have shown through their research that
electromagnetic stimulation and electric fields stimulate and augment the healing of bone
by angiogenesis, reduced osteoclastic activity and bone resorption, stimulation of bone
matrix proteins, and augmentation of osteogenesis. Hartig et al. in 2000 investigated the
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effects of capacitively coupled, pulsed electric fields on cellular proliferation, alkaline
phosphatase activity, and matrix protein synthesis of osteoblast-like primary cells in vitro.
Cells were derived from bovine periosteum and electrically stimulated by saw-tooth
pulses of 100 volts and 16 Hz frequency. This corresponds to an electric field of 6 kV/m
across the cell membranes as could be shown by computer simulation. Field application
caused acceleration of cell culture development. A significant increase of proliferation
concurrent with an enhancement of alkaline phosphatase activity was observed in subconfluent cultures. Exposure of confluent osteoblast-like primary cells to electric fields
resulted in enhanced synthesis and secretion of extracellular matrix-related proteins.
These findings suggest that capacitively coupled electric fields accelerate bone cell
proliferation and differentiation in vitro and enhance the synthesis of cells leading to
promoted matrix formation and maturation
In a study by Trock et al., it was shown that electrical stimulation enhanced bone healing
with a 80% success rate, was complication free, and cost-effective compared to
performing a second surgery on patients with nonunion of fracture or fusion (Trock,
2000). The specificity of tissue responses to applied electrical and electromagnetic
signals exists. In-vivo DC fields enhanced cell proliferation and caused a gain of
mechanical strength.

Capacitive coupling (CC) improved mechanical strength and

increased stiffness. Inductive coupling (IC) increased calcification, enhanced mechanical
strength and enhanced radiographic healing. Radiographic and histologic results also
showed earlier incorporation of bone graft, improved new bone formation and more
organized fusion mass. (Anglen, 2002)
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Timing of stimulus is an important factor. It is best when stimulation occurs at the
mesenchymal stage of endochondral bone formation. The early mesenchymal progenitor
cell pool contains cells competent to respond to stimuli and this process is responsible for
bone formation. Clinical studies have shown that, in delayed and non-union of fractures,
electric stimulation was found more effective than bone grafting (Aaron et al., 2004b)

Akai and Hayashi (Akai and Hayashi, 2002) reviewed effects of electrical stimulation on
fracture healing and spinal fusion. They found that enhancement of fracture healing by
electromagnetic or ultrasonic signals is well supported and established treatments are
successful in a high percentage of cases. Although the details of the mechanism of action
on a molecular level are not entirely clear, substantial basic science information exists to
show a definite biologic effect. Additionally, electrical stimulation has been used in vitro
to stimulate proliferation, differentiation, and/or matrix production in bone cell cultures.
During the last decade, several laboratories have shown that another form of electrical
stimulation, pulsed electromagnetic fields, could up-regulate the expression of BMPs in
vitro (Wang et al., 2006). Many alternative approaches are available to augment the
process of healing bone (Childs, 2003). Non-invasive physical maneuvers and invasive
methods, such as autologous bone graft and injection of BMP, are costly and may create
additional morbidity for the patient. No one treatment is hailed as the best because of
variable patient needs and individual methods on which fractures are treated.
Biophysical stimulation (electrical stimulation and ultrasound), in general, has the
theoretical advantage over pharmacologic delivery of producing sustained increases in
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growth factor concentrations at local sites of repair without large initial doses, which may
have local or systemic toxicity.
A study by Lindsey et al. (Lindsey et al., 1987) evaluated bone graft and electrical
stimulation, The study was carried out on fractured femurs of dogs. The study results
indicate that there was no significant difference between the strength of the healed site
that was grafted and electrically stimulated and the site that was grafted alone. The
limitation of the study was that they were evaluating torsional strength of the healing
bony defect at eight weeks. This much time is not adequate for complete remodeling.
Another study (Miller et al., 1984) that was conducted on canine bone grafts also showed
similar results, indicating that electromagnetic stimulation did not increase the torsional
strength at two months or at six months. The limitation of this study was that it looked at
cortical bone as a graft material.
No correlation exists between formation of vital bone and implant success. In any grafting
procedure related to successful implant osseointegration, the objective is the formation of
100% vital bone (Garetto et al., 1995). The majority of grafting procedures involve the use
of autogenous bone harvested from the patient or the use of xenografts and, recently,
allogenic grafts. In dental implant treatment, many different grafting materials have been
used to augment the posterior maxilla to facilitate dental implant placement.
A dental implant is a unique structure, which can be used with a non-invasive method
because it is inserted into the bone, in part, and extended extracorporally. Another study
(Song et al., 2009) presented an electronic device that was temporarily connected with the
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dental implant and reported its effect on accelerating bone formation in the surrounding
tissues in a canine mandibular model. A small sized and low power consumption biphasic
electrical current (BEC) stimulator ASIC was developed and the surrounding tissue was
exposed to continuous BEC stimulation for seven days with the parameters of 20
microA/cm , 125 micros duration, and 100 pulses/s. After two (n = 5) and five weeks (n =
5), animals were sacrificed and the specimens were histomorphometrically evaluated. The
newly formed bone area (BA) was 1.30 times (3 weeks, p < 0.05) and 1.35 times (5 weeks,
p < 0.05) higher in the experimental group compared to the control group, respectively.
Bone-implant contact (BIC) in three-week specimens was 1.62 times greater in the
experimental group (p < 0.05), while there was no statistically significant difference in
five-week specimens. Based on these results showing accelerated bone formation on and
around the dental implant, it could be suggested that the latent time for osseointegration in
dental implants can be reduced, and the success rate of implants in poor quality bone can be
increased, by using electrical stimulation.
Tissue response to injury, as occurs during wound healing, is a well-organized biologic
event. Both clinical and experimental studies have shown external electrical stimulation to
enhance tissue repair. The effect of in situ electrical stimulation has been studied in
experimental models of fracture healing, ostectomy, osteogenic distraction, and implants. A
study by Giannunzio et al. (2008) evaluated the effect of an electrical field on peri-implant
wound healing, using an experimental model that involved placing a metallic laminar
implant in rat tibia. Forty male Wistar rats, weighing approximately 100 g, were used. A
titanium laminar implant (6 x 1 x 0.1 mm, Implant Vel, Buenos Aires, Argentina) was
inserted through the hole and placed in the medullary compartment. The tissues were then
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repositioned and sutured carefully. An electric field generator (ECCEL, DAM, Argentina)
was used to deliver the electric stimulus. The electric field plate was placed on the skin of
both hind limbs. In the control group, the animals were subjected to the same procedure
without connecting the plate to the electric field generator. The tibiae were resected, fixed
in 20% formalin, radiographed, and processed for embedding in methyl methacrylate. The
ground sections were stained with 1% toluidine blue. Application of external positive or
negative electrical fields using the experimental model (post-titanium implant bone healing
in rat tibia), under the conditions stated herein, was found to enhance peri-implant lamellar
bone volume compared with sham-treated animals, suggesting that the use of a device
generating a positive/negative electrical field resulted in the presence of woven bone.
Studies have shown the beneficial effect of ES on bone healing, although only a few
studies have been performed in this respect (Reuter et al., 1984; Sarmiento et al., 1977). It
has been suggested that applying electrical stimulation 30 min daily for two to three weeks
and ultrasound two min daily every other day is sufficient to accelerate bone healing
(Bassett et al., 1964; Becker and Spadaro, 1972; Brighton et al., 1981a; Brighton et al.,
1981b; Hassler et al., 1977). There is no evidence of deleterious effects from these
treatment modalities when they are used properly.
The various effects of electrical stimulation on bone healing have been reported, but to date
the effect of electrical stimulation on healing in bone grafting has not been studied.
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PURPOSE
The purpose of this study was to investigate the effect of electrical stimulation on the
healing/survival of allogenic bone grafts.
The testing procedure was carried out as follows
(i)

Critical size defects in rat calvarium were grafted and connected to a
stimulator and electrical stimulation was provided

(ii)

As a control group critical size defects in rat calvarium were grafted and no
stimulation was provided.
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HYPOTHESIS
NULL:
1. At six weeks there is no significant difference with or without electrical
stimulation in the percentage of new bone formation in the grafted site.

2. At six weeks there is no significant difference with or without electrical
stimulation in the percentage of remaining graft material in the grafted site.

3. At six weeks there is no significant difference with or without electrical
stimulation in the percentage of connective tissue in the grafted site.
SPECIFIC:
1. At six weeks there is a significantly higher percentage of new bone formation
in the grafted site with electrical stimulation compared to no stimulation.

2. At six weeks there is a significantly lower percentage of remaining graft
material in the grafted site with electrical stimulation compared to no
stimulation.

3. At six weeks there is a significantly higher percentage of connective tissue in
the grafted site with electrical stimulation compared to no stimulation.
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MATERIALS AND METHODS

All experiments were performed under a University of Maryland Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee approval. Fifteen adult male Sprague-Dawley rats (250 to 310
g) were used. The animals were housed in light and temperature-controlled facilities and
given food and water ad libitum.
Surgical preparation
Strict aseptic surgical procedures were used, in accordance with the AAALAC
(Association for Assessment and Accreditation of Lab Animal Care) international
interpretation of the Animal Welfare Act regulations, and the University of Maryland’s
Guidelines for Surgery (rev. 04/20/05). A presurgical assessment was conducted for each
animal, including weighing, observation of animal behavior, and assessment of visible
signs of disease. This was done so that all the animals included in the study were healthy
and free of disease
Surgery
The animals were anesthetized using isoflurane anesthesia (1-3%; Butler Schein Dublin
OH) and the skin was shaved and scrubbed with Betadine TM (Perdue Products
L.P.Stamford, CT). The animals were attached to a stereotaxic frame (Narishige
International USA, Inc. East Meadow, NY) and placed on a thermo-regulated heating pad.
Depth of anesthesia was determined every 15 minutes by monitoring pinch withdrawal,
eyelid reflex, corneal reflex, respiration rate, and vibrissae movements.
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Incision sites were injected with the local anesthetic Bupivacaine hydrochloride 0.5%
with 1:200,000 epinephrine (Marcaine, Cook Waite, Kodak, Rochester, NY) to further
reduce the possibility that the animals would experience pain. A midline incision
overlying the skull extending from the inion to lambda (10mm) was made and a
mucoperiosteal flap was reflected and retracted using surgical clamps. A circular, fullthickness, critical size (7mm diameter) bone defect was created at the midline using
surgical trephine (Brasseler TAVA TM; Savannah, GA) while irrigating with saline
(Hospira Worldwide, Inc. Lake Forest, IL). A seven-millimeter osteotomy was used
because it is larger than a critical sized defect, which would heal with fibrous tissue in
rats (Schmitz and Hollinger, 1986). Care was taken to avoid injury to the underlying dura
and sagittal sinus. The osteotomy site was flushed with saline solution to remove bone
debris. The site was grafted using 0.03g of freeze-dried mineralized xenograft, (LifeNet
Transplant services, Virginia Beach, VA). The skin was sutured in layers; the first layer,
the periosteum, was sutured using 6-0 monocryl sutures (ETHICON INC. a Johnson &
Johnson company, New Brunswick, NJ). After suturing the periosteum, custom- made
bipolar platinum stimulating electrodes (tip diameter=75 um, distance between tips 2 mm,
AM Systems Inc., Sequim, WA) were overlaid on top of the periosteum on the center of
the graft. A loop in the electrodes was sutured to the overlying skin and skin flaps were
sutured in place with a 5-0 nylon suture material (ETHICON INC. Johnson & Johnson
New Brunswick, NJ).
After surgery, the animals were placed on a thermo-regulated heat pad and observed
every 15 minutes until recovery from the anesthetic, and daily thereafter. Buprenorphine
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HCl (0.01-0.05mg/kg s.c.; Butler Schein Dublin OH) and Cephalexin (15 mg/Kg, orally;
Butler Schein Dublin OH) were administered every 12 hours for 48 hours after surgery. 	
  
Experimental design:
Animals were divided into two groups using randomly generated numbers using Excel
(Microsoft, Redmond, WA). The experimental group had 8 animals and the control group
consisted of 7 animals. The surgery for the control group was carried out in the first
phase. We had 7 animals on whom we were able to successfully carry out the surgery,
We had 8 animals for the experimental group on whom the surgery was carried out so
that if we had any problems we would still have 7 animals for the experimental group
The experimental group of animals received electrical stimulation (n=8), the control
group received no stimulation (control, n=7). Electrical stimulation was performed daily
(3 times/day for 10 days; 50 uA, 50 Hz, 300 msec pulses) by attaching the implanted
stimulating electrodes to an electrical stimulator (Isolated pulse stimulator model 2100,
A-M Systems, Sequim, WA). Each stimulation session lasted fifteen minutes.
Collection of bone specimens
At six weeks, to assess the early phase of bone healing response, the rats were perfused
transcardially with formalin. The skin was dissected and grafted areas together with the
surrounding bone were harvested from the cranium. The specimens were then sent to IHC
Tech, LLC, Aurora, CO. Each specimen was cut longitudinally in half and was fixed in
10% buffered neutral formalin (Sigma Aldrich, St Louis, MO) for 24 hours and then
decalcified in aformic acid-hydrochloride acid combination for 24 hours. After rinsing
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with tap water, the specimens were dehydrated in increasing concentrations of ethanol
and embedded in paraffin. Tissue sections of 5–7µm thickness were prepared in the
coronal plane and stained using hematoxylin-eosin. All these procedures were performed
by IHC Tech, LLC; Aurora, CO. Mounted slides were digitized and analyzed. Eight
sections were analyzed for each animal.
Each section was examined under the microscope and digitized at 4X (Olympus Q Color
5 model BX43F). Image J software (National Institutes of Health, Bethesda, MD) was
used to identify new bone, remaining graft material and connective tissue. For each
animal, the grafted area was marked and the percent of new bone, remaining graft
material and connective tissues was calculated (FIGURE 1).

FIGURE 1
Defect margin identified and surface area of the defect outlined
(Representative section)

The new bone that was formed was in islands and identified by the lacunae containing
osteocytes, the remaining graft material was identified by the areas that had empty
lacunae (FIGURE 2,3,4).
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FIGURE 2
Defect margin outlined and bone and graft islands identified

Defect outlined in green, graft islands outlined in blue and bone island outlined in red

FIGURE 3
Representative section of new bone formed

Lacunae with osteocytes outlined with green
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FIGURE 4
Representative section of remaining graft material

	
  

Empty lacunae outlined
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RESULTS

	
  

In this study, the effect of electrical stimulation on graft healing in rat calvaria was tested.
In the experimental group, full ten day stimulation was carried out in five animals and
these animals were included in the statistical analysis. The remaining animals (n=3) were
not included in the statistical analysis because, in two animals, the electrodes broke after
three and six days of stimulation and, in one animal, the sections were lost during
specimen preparation for staining. Statistical analysis using ANOVA revealed that there
were statistically significant differences between the two groups for percentage of bone
and percentage of graft but not for percentage of connective tissue (Table 1,2).
Table 1
ANOVA	
  Statistical	
  analysis	
  for	
  mean	
  percentage	
  of	
  bone,	
  graft	
  and	
  connective	
  
tissue
	
  
	
  
TISSUE

STIMULATION

CONTROL

F

p

GROUP (N=5)

GROUP (N=7)

BONE

3.81±3.6%

0.47±0.5%

6.043

0.034*

GRAFT

6.64±5.3%

26.11±6.54%

7.108

0.024*

CONNECTIVE

79 ±5.5%

73.2 ±6.8%

2.462

0.15

TISSUE
	
  
•

Significant
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Table 2
Descriptive statistics of the results

Tissue	
  

N	
  

Mean	
  

SD	
  

Std	
  Error	
  

Graft	
  control	
  

7	
  

26.11	
  

6.54	
  

2.47	
  

Graft	
  stim	
  

5	
  

16.64	
  

5.28	
  

2.36	
  

Bone	
  control	
  

7	
  

0.47	
  

0.52	
  

0.2	
  

Bone	
  stim	
  

5	
  

3.81	
  

3.61	
  

1.62	
  

CT	
  control	
  

7	
  

73.2	
  

6.82	
  

2.58	
  

CT	
  stim	
  

5	
  

79	
  

5.47	
  

2.45	
  

This analysis revealed that the animals that received electrical stimulation had
more new bone (3.81±3.6%) compared to the control group (0.47±0.5%, F=6.043,
p=0.034) (FIGURE 5).
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Figure 5
Effect of electrical stimulation on bone volume

The amount of remaining graft material was significantly higher in the control group
(26.11±6.54%) compared to the stimulation group (6.64±5.3%, F=7.108, p=0.024)
(FIGURE 6).
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Figure 6
Effect of electrical stimulation on remaining graft volume

No significant difference was found between the two groups in the amount of connective
tissue. The values for the stimulation group were 79 ±5.5% and for the control group
were 73.2 ±6.8%, (F=2.462, p=0.15) (FIGURE 7).
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Figure 7
Effect of electrical stimulation on connective tissue volume

The two animals that did not make it for the full thirty sessions of stimulation were also
analyzed histologically even though they were not included in the statistical analysis. The
animal that received ten sessions showed 0.36% bone, 14.97% graft and 84.6%
connective tissue. The animal that received seventeen sessions showed 0.63% bone,
13.55% graft and 85.8% connective tissue (See Appendix). These findings demonstrate a
pattern consistent with the overall results. The two animals had less bone than the
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animals that had thirty sessions of electrical stimulation but more bone than the control
group.
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DISCUSSION

In this study the effect of electrical stimulation on new bone formation in grafted rat
calvaria was examined. The null hypotheses were that at six weeks there will be no
significant difference with or without electrical stimulation in the percentage of new bone
formation in the grafted site, there will be no significant difference with or without
electrical stimulation in the percentage of remaining graft material in the grafted site and
there will be no significant difference with or without electrical stimulation in amount of
connective tissue. The results rejected the first two null hypotheses but accepted the third
null hypothesis.
The first result that examined the percentage of new bone formation in the control and
experimental group demonstrated that the percentage of new bone formation was higher
in the group that received electrical stimulation as compared to the control group. This
supported the specific hypothesis and suggests that electrical stimulation increased new
bone formation in the grafted site.
The second result showed that, the amount of remaining graft material was significantly
higher in the control group compared to the stimulation group. This concurs with our
hypothesis that when electrical stimulation is used as an adjunct to bone grafting, more
new bone formation is seen. This supported the specific hypothesis therefore; the
remaining graft material is reduced, as it is replaced by more new bone.
The third result showed that the amount of connective tissue in both control and
stimulation group was not significantly different. This rejected the specific hypothesis.
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When the amount of new bone formation increases after stimulation, the remaining graft
material decreases. This change can be accompanied by an increase or decrease in the
connective tissue, or the amount of connective tissue can stay the same.
Electrical Stimulation Effects
Our results are consistent with numerous studies that have used electrical stimulation to
produce more bone formation. The potential use of electrical stimulation for bone healing
first came from the observations of bone tissue electrical properties by Yasuda (1953).
When bone is mechanically strained, electrical potentials are generated; electronegative
potentials are found in areas of compression and electropositive potentials in areas of
tension. The significance of these observations is that the generation of these electric
fields may form the basis by which bone remodels in response to mechanical stimuli
(Wolff’s Law). Bone forms in the electronegative regions and resorbs in the
electropositive regions. These strain-generated potentials arise from the piezoelectric
properties of the collagen matrix and electro-kinetic effects referred to as streaming
potentials. Since these endogenous electric fields modulate bone cell activities, various
electrical stimulation devices have been designed to deliver these fields to enhance bone
formation. Studies have shown the beneficial effect of electrical stimulation on bone
healing (Reuter et al., 1984; Sarmiento et al., 1977). It has been suggested that applying
electrical stimulation 30 min daily for two to three weeks and ultrasound 2 min daily
every other day is sufficient to accelerate bone healing (Bassett et al., 1964; Becker and
Spadaro, 1972; Brighton et al., 1981a; Brighton et al., 1981b; Hassler et al., 1977). There
is no evidence of deleterious effects from these treatment modalities when they are used
properly. In vivo studies over several years have shown that exposure to electrical energy
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by direct current, capacitive coupling and inductive coupling techniques enhanced the
formation of bone and improved fusion rates in spinal arthrodesis. Radiographic and
histologic studies have shown earlier incorporation of bone graft, improved new bone
formation and a more organized fusion mass (Kahanovitz and Arnoczky, 1990;
Kahanovitz et al., 1984; Nerubay et al., 1986). Clinical studies were included in a metaanalysis (Akai and Hayashi, 2002) that showed the efficacy of electrical and
electromagnetic stimulation in promoting spinal arthrodesis. Numerous studies described
the efficacy of direct current, capacitive coupling or inductive coupling techniques in
stimulating healing of delayed unions and nonunions (Ahl et al., 1984; Brighton et al.,
1981a,1981b; Friedenberg, Z.B.,1971; Gossling et al., 1992; Paterson et al., 1980; Oishi
et al., 2000; Ryaby, J.T.,1998; Schwartz et al., 2001). In a study by Trock et al., it was
shown that electrical stimulation enhanced bone healing with a 80% success rate, was
complication free, and cost-effective compared to performing a second surgery on
patients with nonunion of fracture or fusion (Trock, 2000). Apart from improved bone
healing in fracture sites and spinal fusion (Ahl et al., 1984; Guizzardi et al., 1994; Park
and Silva, 2004; Sarker et al., 1993) several authors (Giannunzio et al., 2008; Song et al.,
2009) have experimentally demonstrated improved implant incorporation after externally
applied electrical stimulation.
This project can be considered as a pilot study, since there is not much literature to
support the results of this study. The studies by Miller et al. and Lindsey et al. examined
bone graft healing and electrical stimulation in dogs. They used autogenous bone whereas
in this study, allogenic bone graft material was used. The study by Lindsey et al (Lindsey
et al., 1987) evaluated bone graft and electrical stimulation. The study results suggested
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that there was no significant difference between the strength of the healed site that was
grafted and electrically stimulated and the site that was grafted alone. The limitation of
the study by Lindsey et al. was that they were evaluating torsional strength of the healing
bony defect at 8 weeks and complete remodeling of bone requires up to three to five
years during which the trabecular bone is substituted with compact bone, closely
duplicating the bone’s original strength and shape (Ham, A.W., 1972)
Another study (Miller et al., 1984) that was conducted on bone grafts in dogs also
showed similar results to the study by Lindsey et al. suggesting that electromagnetic
stimulation did not increase the torsional strength after 2 months or 6 months of treatment.
However, Miller et al. used cortical bone as a graft material. Cortical bone grafts are used
more for maintaining volume of bone and the rate of replacement of cortical graft
material by new bone is slower than that of cancellous bone, Cortical grafts have shown
to be 40% to 50% weaker than normal bone from six weeks to six months after
transplantation (Precheur, H.V. 2007).
Timing of stimulation
The timing of electrical stimulation is very important. In this study, electrical stimulation
was performed from day 3 until day 13 after surgery. It is best when stimulation occurs at
the mesenchymal stage of endochondral bone formation (Aaron et al., 2004b). The early
mesenchymal progenitor cell pool contains cells competent to respond to stimuli and this
process is responsible for bone formation. Clinical studies have shown that, in delayed
and non-union of fractures, electric stimulation was more effective than bone grafting
(Aaron et al., 2004b). The mesenchymal cells are attracted to the area around 48 hours
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after injury, so the timing of the stimulus has an important role. Aaron et al., showed in
their studies (Aaron et al., 2004a; Aaron et al., 2004b) that cells involved in bone
formation and in particular endochondral bone formation can be stimulated by
appropriately configured electrical and electromagnetic fields and several phases in their
cell cycle. These results show specificity of tissue responses to applied electrical and
electromagnetic signals.
Studies using the demineralized bone matrix – bone induction model have shown that
exposure to IC PEMF produced a temporal acceleration and a quantitative increase in
endochondral bone formation. The site of that stimulation was identified in the
mesenchymal stage of endochondral bone formation suggesting that enhanced
differentiation of mesenchymal stem cells was most likely responsible for the increase in
the extracellular matrix synthesis and bone maturation. The early mesenchymal
progenitor cell pool contains cells competent to respond to stimuli and subsequent
cartilage and bone formation is dependent on stimulation of this cell pool. The
competence to respond is lost in the end of the mesenchymal phase and the ability of the
tissues to respond to pulsed electromagnetic fields markedly declines if stimulation is
instituted after the progenitor cell pools begin to differentiate.

Similar results are observed with mechanical stimulation of healing fractures. Guizzardi
et al. reported histological data relative to the effect of pulsed electromagnetic fields on
the evolution of posterior arthrodesis induced in the lumbar vertebrae of 12 adult male
Sprague–Dawley rats. They reported that PEMF for 18 hours per day resulted in an
acceleration of the process of bone callus organization after 4 weeks and even more so
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after 8 weeks. An early replacement of the newly formed cartilage tissue with primary
bone at 4 weeks was observed and subsequently replacement with secondary bone was
observed after 8 weeks.
Sang – Hyun Park (2004) studied the effect of NEMS (neuromuscular electrical
stimulation) on fracture healing in rabbits. From the fourth postoperative day, the study
group was treated with one hour daily of NEMS for four weeks. The experimental group
exhibited 31% higher mineral content and 27% larger callus area than the control group
at eight weeks. The maximum torque torsional stiffness, angular displacement at
maximum torque and energy required to failure of the specimens in the experimental
group were 62%, 29%, 34.6% and 124% higher respectively than those in the control
group at 8 weeks.
Sarker et al. (1993) studied the effect of PEMF on fresh fracture healing in rat tibia.
From the third day of osteotomy, PEMF was applied to experimental rats for a period of
9 hours a day. The two groups of animals were sacrificed after one week and three weeks
of PEMF, respectively. Results showed significant enhancement of fracture healing. It
was concluded that the healing of fractured rat tibia was enhanced by application of
PEMF and this effect was more pronounced at the end of the third week.
It is possible that if the timing of stimulation is changed to earlier or later in the healing
phase, different results may be obtained. We provided stimulation at an early stage of
healing; therefore, the positive effects of the stimulation are apparent. It is possible that
better results may be obtained by altering the stimulation paradigm.
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Stimulation Parameters
In this study the stimulation protocol used was 50 uA, 50 Hz, 300 msec pulses three times
a day. Each stimulation session lasted fifteen minutes. These parameters were chosen
because they produce biologic effects without causing discomfort or distress to the
animals (Lucas et al 2011).
Direct electrical current techniques stimulate osteogenesis at cathode currents of 5-100
microAmp (Aaron et al., 2004b).
Zorlu et al. 1998 studied the effect of ultrasound and electro-stimulation in bone healing
in rats. In the electro-stimulation group 10 micro amp of direct current for 30 minutes
using a semi invasive method was given one day after the fracture for 15 days. Rats were
sacrificed on the 7th and 14th days to investigate the microscopic radiologic and
histopathologic parameters of fracture healing. It was found that in both groups the
fracture healing had been accelerated more so than in the control groups.
Limitations
The current study did not use a membrane as a barrier between the soft tissue and the
grafted area. Studies have shown that use of a membrane barrier can increase the amount
of bone formation (Barone et al. 2011) in humans. This may explain why our total
percentage of new bone formation was low.
In this project, a platinum electrode was embedded directly into the graft bed, which may
have affected healing. A different placement of the electrode should be considered.
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The exact timing of stimulation, including the start and end time, could be an important
factor in the effectiveness of the stimulation. Apart from this, the frequency and amount
of stimulation, could also impact the outcome of bone graft healing. Further studies are
indicated.
Future Research
1. Development of ways to measure and standardize the actual amount of current
that the animal receives.
2. Testing of different kinds of graft materials
3. Use of demineralized bone instead of mineralized bone.
4. Use of a membrane on top of the graft
5. Measurement of percentage of bone after a longer healing period.
6. Use of both Male and female rats
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CONCLUSION

In this animal model of bone graft healing, electrical stimulation produced significantly
more bone formation and less remaining graft material. These findings suggest that
electrical stimulation expedites bone graft healing in rat calvaria.
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APPENDIX
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